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Abstract: This study presents a novel approach for the early detection of developing thunderstorms.
To date, methods for the detection of developing thunderstorms have usually relied on accurate
Atmospheric Motion Vectors (AMVs) for the estimation of the cooling rates of convective clouds,
which correspond to the updraft strengths of the cloud objects. In this study, we present a method
for the estimation of the updraft strength that does not rely on AMVs. The updraft strength is
derived directly from the satellite observations in the SEVIRI water vapor channels. For this purpose,
the absolute value of the vector product of spatio-temporal gradients of the SEVIRI water vapor
channels is calculated for each satellite pixel, referred to as Normalized Updraft Strength (NUS).
The main idea of the concept is that vertical updraft leads to NUS values significantly above zero,
whereas horizontal cloud movement leads to NUS values close to zero. Thus, NUS is a measure of the
strength of the vertical updraft and can be applied to distinguish between advection and convection.
The performance of the method has been investigated for two summer periods in 2016 and 2017 by
validation with lightning data. Values of the Critical Success Index (CSI) of about 66% for 2016 and
60% for 2017 demonstrate the good performance of the method. The Probability of Detection (POD)
values for the base case are 81.8% for 2016 and 89.2% for 2017, respectively. The corresponding False
Alarm Ratio (FAR) values are 22.6% (2016) and 36.4% (2017), respectively. In summary, the method
has the potential to reduce forecast lead time significantly and can be quite useful in regions without
a well-maintained radar network.
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1. Introduction

Cumulonimbus clouds (Cbs), also referred to as thunderstorm clouds, are a dangerous weather
phenomenon. Lightning, wind gusts and turbulence, and hail and heavy precipitation, associated with
Cbs, result in serious damages and danger to life. Early and reliable prediction of Cbs is therefore
essential for the initiation of appropriate protective measures, e.g., the selection of alternate flight
routes for airplanes, the temporary closure of airports, or precautionary measures for outdoor activities.

The authors of [1] were some of the first to discuss the physics of satellite-based detection of
Cbs. They found that the difference between the InfraRed (IR) window channel and the water vapor
channel can be used to detect Cbs. The approach is used currently for the operational detection of
Cbs, e.g., [2,3]. More recently, it has been shown that mature Cbs can be detected by satellites with
relatively high POD and low FAR, if the brightness temperature difference method according to [1] is
applied to two water vapor channels (7.3 µm and 6.2 µm) in combination with Numerical Weather
Prediction (NWP) filtering [4].
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Cbs originate from rapid vertical updraft of moist and warm air triggered by mountains, radiative
heating, or cold fronts. The lifecycle of Cbs can be described in several stages, which are illustrated
in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Simplified illustration of the generation of Cbs. Stage 1, towering cumulus; Stage 2, strong
convection and updraft of the cloud (developing thunderstorm) leading to the generation of a mature
Cb (Stage 3). Once the Cb has reached the tropopause, the updraft is retarded, and kinetic updraft
energy is transmitted into vertical movement/development. This leads to the development of an anvil
and subsequent dissipation of the Cb after a certain lifetime.

During the first stage, cumulus and towering cumulus clouds form. The next stage, the developing
stage, is characterized by fast cooling of the cloud top resulting from a strong updraft. This strong
updraft leads to significant friction between the cloud particles, which is a trigger for lightning,
in particular in the mixed phase regions [5]. The early developing phase is also referred to as Convective
Initialization (CI). The updraft continues until the cell reaches the mature stage and dissipation starts.
Mature cells can be accompanied by overshooting tops.

Thus, the strong vertical updraft of the clouds is theoretically a good indicator of developing
thunderstorms, and its reliable detection would allow an improvement in forecast lead times. If the
movement of the cloud object were well known, then the strong vertical updraft could be inferred
from the cooling rate, defined by the temporal change of the brightness temperatures of the cells
(cloud objects) between two subsequent satellite images. This has motivated several authors to use the
temporal change of the brightness temperatures as essential interest fields (indicators) for the detection
of convective initiation/developing thunderstorms, e.g., [6–10]. However, the movement of the cells
between two subsequent satellite images needs to be known well in order to derive the cooling rate
accurately. In other words, accurate meso-scale Atmospheric Motion Vectors (AMV) are required. Yet,
this poses a serious challenge as, e.g., discussed in [11]. The basic problem of AMV methods is that
they are under-determined. Convective cloud movement is a meso-scale 3D phenomenon, but only
2D satellite images are available for the detection of AMVs. Thus, all approaches that use AMV or
Cloud Motion Vectors (CMV) need to deal with this under-determination. Consequently, convection
typically leads to serious errors in the AMV; see, e.g., [11,12]. Further, smoothing and filtering by
quality procedures hamper the accurate detection of the relevant meso-scale movement; see [11] for
further details. The above-mentioned effects result in a serious amount of missed detections and false
alarms. This in turn constitutes a serious handicap for operational usage.
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For this reason, an alternative approach is discussed and evaluated in this study. This approach
does not rely on atmospheric motion vectors, but the updraft strength is directly derived from the
measurements in the water vapor channels of the Spinning Enhanced Visible and InfraRed Imager
(SEVIRI) instrument on-board MSG [13]. For this purpose, the absolute value of the vector product
of spatio-temporal gradients of the SEVIRI water vapor channels is calculated for each satellite
pixel, referred to as the Normalized Updraft Strength (NUS). Spatial gradients mark regions with
strong variations in water vapor temperatures, such as clouds punching through the water vapor
layer. Combining these spatial gradients with a temporal gradient for a given location separates
growing/cooling clouds from advected clouds. The main idea of the approach is that the vertical
updraft of convective cells leads to NUS values significantly above zero, whereas horizontal cloud
movement leads to NUS values close to zero. Thus, NUS is a measure of the vertical updraft strength
and can be applied to distinguish between advection and convection. Thus, the updraft strength can be
derived without the need for the atmospheric motion vectors; rather, the vertical movement is directly
deduced from the satellite observations of the WV7.3 and WV6.2 channel. This breaks the problem
down to the generation of 1D information from 2D information, aiming to resolve the problem of
under-determination associated with classical atmospheric motion vector approaches.

The authors are not aware of any similar approach applied so far for the detection of the vertical
updraft strength. Thus, we believe that we are presenting a novel approach, which will be of benefit to
improve the detection of developing thunderstorms. Further, as the approach does not rely on AMVs,
the implementation and operational maintenance are straightforward.

The term convective initialization is not well suited for validation purposes in consideration of
the large satellite pixel size. Thus, we prefer the term developing thunderstorms. This means that the
cells are still growing and have not yet reached maturity in terms of brightness temperature differences
of the water vapor channels. This issue will be further discussed in Section 4.

The aim of this manuscript is the presentation and validation of a novel approach that is intended
for operational 24/7 severe weather warnings covering Europe and Africa. For this purpose, we need
a reliable operational data source. Therefore, the SEVIRI instrument on board the operational prime
Meteosat satellite operating at a 0.0 degree geostationary orbit is used. The prime operational service
provides data with a 15-min time resolution. SEVIRI comes with 12 channels, of which two cover the
H2O emissivity bands in the IR. The spatial resolution is a 3 × 3 km sub-satellite point. Further details
of the instrument can be found in [13].

Observational data play a pivotal role for the accurate detection and short-term forecast of
developing thunderstorms due to the shortcomings of NWP models. Over oceans and a vast number
of countries that are not well equipped with precipitation radars, satellites are the only observational
source for the detection of developing thunderstorms; see, e.g., [14]. Furthermore, dry thunderstorms,
which are a serious source of wildfires [15], cannot be detected with weather radars.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Method

The brightness temperatures of the water vapor channels of the SEVIRI instrument on board the
Meteosat Second Generation satellites (MSG) were used for the calculation of the updraft strength of
convective cells.

The satellite brightness temperatures were derived from the level 1.5 rectified image data of
digital counts by application of the EUMETSAT calibration coefficients and conversion method. More
detailed information on MSG and the SEVIRI instrument are given in [13].

The potential of the WV channel for Cb detection was first discussed in [1] and adapted to 2
water vapor channels by, e.g., [4]. Here, we present a novel approach for the detection of developing
thunderstorms. The signal received by the satellite consists of the radiation emitted by the cloud top and
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the clear sky radiation above the cloud top. This is of relevance for the interpretation of the approach.
The different channels and their clear sky weighting functions are shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. SEVIRI normalized weighting function of MSG for clear sky, copyright (2002) EUMETSAT.

In our approach, the absolute value of the vector product of spatio-temporal gradients of the
SEVIRI water vapor channels was calculated for each satellite pixel, referred to as NUS. NUS is
postulated to be a measure of the strength of the vertical updraft and used to distinguish between
advection and convection. The calculation of NUS is described below. A 3-component vector
is first generated from each of the 2 water vapor channels WV7.3 (7.3 µm) and WV6.3 (6.3 µm).
The components of the vectors are defined as follows. The temporal change of the spatial brightness
temperature gradients in the x and y direction of the WV7.3 and WV6.2 channel represent the x and
y components of the vectors. The temporal change of the brightness temperatures at the pixel level
represents the z components of the vectors. In order to deduce the temporal change information,
two subsequent satellite images are used. The respective components are finally normalized by
division of the BT in degrees Celsius of the respective channel. Please see Equations (1) and (2) for
the mathematical description of the vector components of vbtf7.3 and vbtf6.2. The components of the
vectors might be interpreted as virtual brightness temperature fluxes (vbtf).

vbt fx,7.3 = δ
δtδx (BT7.3(t, x, y)/(BT7.3(to, x, y)− 273 K)

vbt fy,7.3 = δ
δtδy (BT7.3(t, x, y)/(BT7.3(to, x, y)− 273 K)

vbt fz,7.3 = δ
δt (BT7.3(t, x, y)/(BT7.3(to, x, y)− 273 K)

(1)

vbt fx,6.2 = δ
δtδx (BT6.2(t, x, y)/(BT6.2(to, x, y)− 273 K)

vbt fy,6.2 = δ
δtδy (BT6.2(t, x, y)/(BT6.2(to, x, y)− 273 K)

vbt fz,6.2 = δ
δt (BT6.2(t, x, y)/(BT6.2(to, x, y)− 273 K)

(2)

Then, the vector product of the 2 vectors is calculated. The resulting vector is defined by the
authors as the NUS vector:

NUSV = vbtf7.3 × vbtf6.2 (3)

The absolute value of NUS:
NUS = |NUSV| (4)
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which corresponds to:
NUS = |vbtf7.3| · |vbtf6.2| · sin(α) (5)

is a measure of the vertical updraft strength. This is detailed in the subsequent paragraph.
The movement of cloud and water vapor objects occurs in 3 dimensions. Thus, all components

of the vectors vbtf7.3 and vbtf6.2 could hold contributions resulting from pure advection (horizontal
movement) and convection (vertical movement/updraft.)

For an explanation of how NUS works, let us assume that only horizontal movements of the
cloud and water vapor objects exist and that these objects do not change significantly in size or shape.

The air is usually moist close to clouds. The signal received in the water vapor channels is usually
not disturbed by the emission of the Earth’ surface. Thus, horizontal gradients between the clouds and
the surrounding atmosphere are decreased by the radiation emitted by water vapor. This leads to the
typical milky appearance of WV images in contrast to images of the IR window channel, in which the
cloud borders show a strong contrast in BT. In absence of vertical updraft, the horizontal gradients are
relatively smooth, and the temporal change of smooth spatial gradients is on average relatively small.
Strong convection (vertical updraft) leads to a significant vertical displacement between the typical
water vapor and cloud top height, which enhances the spatial gradients significantly. The respective
gradient effect can be observed in the water vapor imagery. Further, vertical updraft of clouds increase
the vbt fz components significantly, which would otherwise only result from a small temporal change
of the spatial gradients. In other words, absolute values of the vectors (Equations (1) and (2)) are
on average lower for pure advection than for advection combined with a vertical updraft. In turn,
|vbtf7.3| and |vbtf6.2| of Equation (5) are on average higher if strong vertical updraft occurs. Further,
there is no change in the relation of the weighting function (clear sky) and the cloud top height along
a pure horizontal movement. Thus, the virtual brightness temperature fluxes (vbtf7.3 and vbtf6.2) can
be assumed parallel to a good approximation. Yet, the absolute value of a vector product of 2 parallel
vectors is simply zero. Thus, for pure horizontal movement of rigid cloud objects, the values of sin(α)
in Equation (5) tend towards zero. On the contrary, if a vertical movement (updraft) occurs, then the
vectors are no longer parallel, and NUS would be notably greater than zero. This results from the
fact that the relation between the weighting functions, as well as the cloud top height changes along
a vertical movement of the cloud.

In summary, pure horizontal movement (advection) of rigid cloud objects is expected to lead on
average to low values of |vbtf7.3| and |vbtf6.2| and sin(α) close to zero; see as an example Figure 3.
On the other hand, vertical updraft (convection) is expected to lead to NUS values notably above
zero; see for example Figure 4. Thus, we postulate that the vector product defined in Equation (3) can
only be significantly above zero if a significant vertical updraft exists. The validation will prove if this
hypothesis is suitable for detecting developing thunderstorms.

Theoretically, we could assume that the approach works fine. However, in reality, we are not
dealing with mathematical derivations, but are restricted to the satellite pixel resolution, meaning
δx, δy is at least a 1-pixel shift in the x (column) or y (line) direction, respectively. In the presented
experiments, δx and δy result from a shift of the respective BT images of 1 pixel in the x and y-directions
and δt from two subsequent images with a 15-min time lag. Please see the Appendix A for further
technical details. Further, the SEVIRI specification for the calibration uncertainty is 0.75 K at 250 K for
WV7.3 and WV6.2 [16]. Assuming uncorrelated variables, this induces additional significant noise
for the calculation of NUS. Thus, the signal is blurred and noisy. Finally, updrafts are not exclusively
correlated with (linked to) a Cb. These items will be further discussed in Section 4.

In accordance with the evidence given in [4], an NWP stability filter was used to reduce the
false alarm ratio and to increase the CSI. For this purpose, the well-established Convective Available
Potential Energy (CAPE) [17] and, as a supplementing filter, the Totals Total index (TT) were used,
according to [4]. With the NWP filter switched on, developing thunderstorms are only allowed if
CAPE exceeds a value of 60 or TT a value of 50. The aim is to reduce false alarms for convective cells
that do not evolve into a thunderstorm. The thresholds are very low because only stable and neutral
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atmospheres are aimed to be excluded. Please see Sections 3 and 4, as well as [4] for further discussions
and details.

For CAPE and TT, the forecast runs of the ECMWF operational model [18] at 00 h and 12 h have
been used. This means that forecasts up to 9 h were applied. A detailed documentation of the model
can be found on the ECMWF web-page; see [19]. Further details and discussions regarding NWP
filtering are given in [4].
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Figure 3. Cloud regime dominated by stratiform clouds (advection). (Left) the BT of WV7.3 for 8 June
2017, 8:45 UTC. (Right) Normalized Updraft Strength (NUS) values for the same region, derived from
the 8:45 and 9:00 UTC BT images. The NUS values are not significantly above zero, and no convection
is indicated. For the complete region and time duration, lightning did not occur.
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Figure 4. Example of convective clouds and developing thunderstorms, 1 June 2017. (Top) the BT of
the two water vapor channels (left: WV7.3, right: WV6.2) at 08:45 UTC. (Bottom left) The NUS values
derived from the water vapor images (08:45 and 09:00). (Bottom right) Number of lightning events in
a 0.05 × 0.05 degree resolution occurring +4–19 min after the satellite scan of the 09:00 image.
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2.2. Validation Approach

If lightning occurs, the cloud is by convention a Cb. Thus, Cbs can be validated by the use of
lightning data, e.g., [4]. As developing thunderstorms evolve into mature Cbs, they are expected to
produce lightning at a certain point of their developing phase. Thus, they are expected to show lightning
activity after the satellite image has been received. Therefore, we use lightning data subsequent to the
time of the satellite scan. Only lightning that occurred several minutes after the scanning time was
considered for the validation. In this manner, lightning data can be used to evaluate if the NUS, defined
in Equation (3), is a reasonable indicator of developing thunderstorms.

Lightning data from a low-frequency (VLF/LF) lightning detection network (LINET), discussed
in [20,21], were used for validation. The study focuses on Central Europe where the LINET network
density is highest; see [4]. The borders of the validation region are as follows: latitude 45.5◦N–56.5◦N
and longitude 2.0◦E–18.0◦E. The skill scores Probability Of Detection (POD), False Alarm Ratio (FAR),
and Critical Success Index (CSI) were used to measure the performance of the different experiments.
For completeness, the quantities are defined below:

POD = CD/(CD + MD) (6)

FAR = FD/(CD + FD) (7)

CSI = CD/(CD + MD + FD) (8)

Hereby, CD stands for Correct Detection of a Cb, MD for Missed Detection of a Cb, FD for False
Detection, and CDN for Correct Detection of Nil. The validation was performed on a pixel basis. This
means that each pixel was assigned with either CD, FD, MD, or CDN. CD, FD, and MD were defined
according to the criteria mentioned below.

A developing thunderstorm was defined as correctly detected if lightning occurred within a 15-min
(25 min) time interval after the scanning time plus 4 min and within a Search Region (SR) of ±32 km.
This means only lightning in the time interval +4–19 (+4–29) minutes was considered in the main
experiments. If there was no lightning, then a false alarm was counted. Missed detection was counted
if lightning occurred, but NUS was below the threshold within the search region. The SR of ±32 km
accounted for the typical range of dislocations between lightning and the center of the Cb (assumed to
be approximately up to 10–15 km), as well as for the geolocation error of the satellite, for the movement
of the cloud within the 15-minute interval, and the uncertainty in the parallax correction.

In this study, we focused on developing thunderstorms. For this reason, all regions where the
brightness temperature differences of the WV channels (WV6.2–WV7.3) were above −1 degree were
excluded from the validation. Negative one degree constituted the threshold for the detection of mature
Cbs as defined and discussed in [4]. The exclusion of regions where mature Cbs were likely to occur
was done to avoid the systematic distortion of the validation results. However, the above-mentioned
threshold was varied in some experiments in order to investigate whether the majority of detected
cells were relatively warm. Please see Section 3 for further details.

All experiments were performed for 6, 9, 12, 15, 18 UTC, respectively. The experiments were done
for the period 10 May 2016–9 June 2016 and June 2017, as in [4].

Both periods were characterized by the frequent occurrence of thunderstorms for different weather
situations. For the skill scores, statistically-significant populations have been examined, e.g., for the
experiments with the optimal NUS threshold, 8651 pixel were counted as hits, 3373 as false alarms, and
927 as missed for 2016, and for 2017, 5966 were counted as hits, 2875 as false alarms, and 843 as missed.

It is important to note that the skill scores were dedicated to the inter-comparison of the performed
experiments within the scope of this study. In general, a comparison of skill scores was only reasonable
for identical periods, regions, reference data, and validation settings (e.g., search region, pixel- or
object-based validation, etc.). Thus, the skill scores presented in this manuscript were by no means
representative of the comparison with other methods.
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Please note that a threshold for the lightning of 1 kA had been applied in order to filter artifacts in
the lightning data analogous to [4].

3. Results

Figure 5, as well as Table 1 show the skill scores of the experiments. Figure 5 shows the results
for the variation of the NUS threshold for otherwise fixed experimental settings. Table 1 shows
the results for various experimental settings, e.g., for a prolonged time interval of the lightning
data and experiments without NWP filtering. In the following, the main results of the experiments
are summarized.

The results provide clear evidence that the method worked well. By consideration of the relatively
small size of developing thunderstorms and the relatively large pixel size in Central Europe, CSI values
of about 66% (2016) and 63% (2017) were quite good; see Figure 5 and Table 1. POD and FAR
decreased with increasing NUS, but CSI stayed stable for NUS ranging between 0.015 and 0.025.
This was a very good sign, as it demonstrated the stability of the approach. Further, it allowed the
user to select the optimal relation of POD and FAR for the respective application without losing CSI
accuracy significantly.
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Figure 5. Skill scores (POD, FAR, CSI) in % plotted against the NUS threshold for the 2016 (left) and
2017 (right) period and an SR of 32 km, respectively. Left: POD and FAR decreased with increasing
NUS. CSI was relatively stable, but had the highest values around 0.015 for 2016 and 0.02 for 2017. For
these experiments, the NWP filtering and the lightning settings were set in accordance with Experiment 1
in Table 1.

As in [4], the NWP filter significantly increased the CSI. For the optimal NUS threshold, the CSI
values dropped from 66.0 to 63.8 for 2016 and from 59.1 to 50.0 in 2017 without NWP filtering
(Experiments 1, 2 and 5, 6 in Table 1). POD increased without NWP filtering, but FAR increased far
more, leading to a decrease in CSI. This decrease was much more pronounced in 2017, besides other
effects, due to the occurrence of large cold fronts (please see Section 4 for further details).

Experiments 3 (2016) and 5 (2017) in comparison with 4 and 6 showed that the extension of the
lightning period used for the validation from +4–19 to +4–29 min led to an improvement for both
periods, but this improvement was much more pronounced in 2017. The improvement in CSI resulted
pre-dominantly from a reduction of FAR, indicating that a significant number of developing cells
showed lightning no earlier than 19 min after the satellite scan. This shows that a significant amount
of Cbs can be detected with a lead time greater than 19 min.

In the experiments presented so far, mature cells with a BT difference (WV6.2–WV7.3) above
−1 degree were excluded. This threshold had been modified for two experiments in order to investigate
the sensitivity of the method for warmer cells. Thus, we also did experiments where all regions
with a Brightness Temperature (BT) difference above −3 and −5 respectively were excluded from the
validation. Within this scope, it is important to consider that a lower BT differences means warmer cells.
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Table 1. Results of the different experiments. NUS is as defined in Equation (3). Numerical Weather
Prediction (NWP)/period provides the model used for NWP filtering (CAPE > 60 or TT > 50) and
whether the investigated summer period was in 2016 or 2017. IFS is the forecast model of ECMWF.
The other columns provide the probability of detection (POD), false alarm ratio (FAR) and the critical
success index (CSI).

No. CI If NWP/Period POD (%) FAR (%) CSI (%) Time Lightning

1 NUS > 0.02 IFS/2016 81.8 22.6 66.0 +4–19 min
2 NUS > 0.02 none/2016 85.9 28.6 63.8 +4–19 min
3 NUS > 0.015 IFS/2016 90.3 28.1 66.8 +4–19 min
4 NUS > 0.015 IFS/2016 88.6 25.1 68.3 +4–29 min
5 NUS > 0.02 IFS/2017 I 89.2 36.4 59.1 +4–19 min
6 NUS > 0.02 none/2017 90.1 47.6 49.8 +4–19 min
7 NUS > 0.02 IFS/2017 I 87.6 32.5 61.6 +4–29 min

The experiments were done with an NUS threshold of 0.015 and 0.2 for 2006 and 2007, respectively,
and with NWP filtering. Seventy two percent (85%) of the correctly-detected cells were below
a −5 degree (−3 degree) BT difference for 2016. The CSI was only 2.8% (1.6%) lower and thus
still above 63%. Seventy eight percent (91%) of the correctly-detected cells were below a −5 degree
(−3 degree) BT difference for 2017. The CSI was only 2.6% (1.5%) lower. These results show that
the majority of the cells were relatively warm, providing evidence that the majority of the cells were
detected in a relatively early developing phase. This confirms the results derived from the experiments
with different time slots for lightning.

Finally, we used lightning data from 2016 for the 2017 validation and vice versa for the optimal
NUS values. This was done to investigate the value of CSI resulting from pure chance for periods
with a relatively high frequency of occurrence of thunderstorms. The CSI dropped below 10% for
both periods.

4. Discussion

The results were very encouraging. However, the relatively large FAR values must be discussed
in more detail.

Clouds usually form in layers if the movement of the clouds is mainly horizontal. These are
stratiform clouds, and their movements do not cause serious problems for the method and do not
contribute significantly to the false alarms. However, for cumuliform clouds, air movement and
development are mainly vertical. Thus, for these cloud types, significant NUS values above zero could
occur. Yet, vertical updraft does not necessarily lead to a thunderstorm, e.g., because of too low values
of CAPE or a lack of additional significant lift induced by orography. These clouds are therefore likely
to be a major reason for the false alarms. We would like to discuss this in more detail in order to clarify
that a false alarm is not necessarily linked with an incorrect detection of a vertical updraft. 6 June 2017
is a very good example for the above-mentioned arguments. On this date, a frontal system crossed
Germany during the daytime. Low CAPE values around 60 J/kg occurred along the front at 6:00.

A cold front is the transition zone between cold, dry stable air and warm, moist unstable air masses.
Frontal systems are known to be associated with gradual frontal lifting, causing the formation of cumulus
clouds and Cbs. The frontal lifting leads to a significant updraft and thus to relatively high NUS values,
but not necessarily to the development of Cbs. Areas along a front with significant updraft, but without
developing thunderstorms lead to false alarms. This is illustrated by an example in Figure 6.

The cold front of 6 June 2017 moved during the day from west to east across the validation
region. Later on, thunderstorms occurred, but at 6:00, only high NUS values were apparent without
lightning/thunderstorms. The NWP filtering reduced the false alarms along the cold front significantly.
However, there were also regions where the NWP filtering failed. Here, it is obvious that significant
vertical updrafts did exist, but the conditions for the development of thunderstorms were otherwise
not favorable, e.g., low CAPE environment. This in turn led to false alarms, although NUS provided
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reasonable updraft information. A large frontal system passing Germany during the validation period
was also apparent on 4 June, adding large amounts of false alarms. In both cases, the frontal gradient
was apparent for every investigated time slot. However, even if no mature cells develop, it can be
assumed that the updraft leads to meteorologically significant convection, combined with the potential
of heavy rain, turbulence, and wind gusts. Therefore, the registered false alarms may not necessarily be
correct in such cases. Further, using NWP ensembles would enable the calculation of a probability for
the NWP stability variables. This might help to improve the NWP filtering and to reduce the detected
problems concerning false alarms in low CAPE environments.

Concerning false alarms and missed detection, the following arguments have also to be considered.
The cooling rate signal is significantly blurred by the relatively large pixel size of the SEVIRI (Spinning
Enhanced Visible and InfraRed Imager) instrument in Central Europe, which is about 15–20 km2 for
the IR channels. Based on the studies of [22–24] (and the references therein), it can be assumed that the
majority of cells are smaller than the satellite pixel size during the early updraft/developing phase.
This in turn leads to noise and blurring of the relevant information. This affected the calculation of
AMVs and our method, as well. Larger convective cells with lower updrafts can have the same or even
higher satellite-derived NUS values than smaller cells with larger updrafts, caused by the large pixel
size and the resulting blurring and smearing of the cells. Further, cells with lower updrafts can have
the same or even higher satellite-derived NUS if they are optimally located in a satellite pixel and not
smeared over several cells. These effects are illustrated in Figure 7. The reduction of NUS by blurring
can be compensated by a decrease of the NUS threshold. However, this in turn leads to an increase in
false alarms, induced by the effects mentioned above; see Figure 7.

Further, as demonstrated in the validation, an extension of the lightning time interval decreases the
false alarms, but also adds missed detections. The start and duration of lightning can be quite different
for developing thunderstorms. This effect adds artificial false alarms or artificial missed detection,
decreasing the CSI values. The CSI could be further improved by optimization of the NWP filtering,
as demonstrated in [4]. The study has been performed based on the MSG prime Meteosat operational
satellite imagery, as the method is intended to be applied to operational 24/7 severe weather warnings,
in particular within aviation meteorology. However, the lead time might be improved by the use of the
rapid scan service of EUMETSAT, which provides data at a 5-min resolution. However, this service is
not intended to provide a complete 24/7 reliability and covers only a fraction of the full disk. Further,
the potential of the higher temporal resolution is hampered by the coarse spatial resolution. However,
the effect of the spatio-temporal resolution of the satellite images could be usefully investigated with
MTG, as this satellite comes with a significantly higher spatial and temporal resolution.

NUS is not significantly above zero within the core region of mature Cbs, because the spatial
gradients and vertical updrafts are relatively low. Therefore, NUS cannot be used directly for the
detection of mature Cbs. Further, the method is likely to fail for relatively warm low-level cumuliform
clouds as a consequence of the low sensitivity of the water vapor channels close to the surface.

The High Resolution Visible (HRV) channel of SEVIRI is useful for improving the detection of
smaller cells during daylight, e.g., [25]. However, our NUS approach is dedicated to the water vapor
channels and not applicable to the HRV channel. Thus, an additional method would have to be applied
in order benefit from HRV.

As NUS constitutes a novel approach, we believe that there is much room for further studies
and improvements. Some studies are already being planned at DWD, but contributions from the
community are very welcome.
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Figure 6. Example of the effect of false alarms due to a frontal system in a low Convective Available
Potential Energy (CAPE) environment (6 June 2017, 06 UTC). (Top) The image of the water vapor
channel. The frontal system is apparent in the WV channel as a transition region with very dry
(cloud-free) and very moist (cloudy) air. (Bottom) Image of the validation results. The red points
are correctly-detected developing thunderstorms, while the black points with yellow background,
indicating that CAPE is less than 60, are examples of false alarms in a low CAPE environment.
In grey are false alarms that were successfully filtered out. In yellow are all regions where the NWP
filtering (CAPE > 60 J/kg) would allow the detection of developing thunderstorms. Depending on
the temperature gradients and CAPE, the frontal system could lead to the development of Cbs or
false alarms.
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Figure 7. Illustration of the blurring effect on the observed NUS values. The objects colored in red stand
for developing thunderstorms; the objects colored in grey stand for harmless clouds or missed detection
caused by blurring. The values of the cell with an NUS value of 0.04 (left top) would be observed in
the relevant satellite pixels as 0.01 (left bottom) because of its location, which is due to chance; whereas
the cell with 0.022 and 0.014 (right top) would be observed close to their real values (right bottom).
Assuming a threshold of 0.15, the largest cell would not be seen and counted as a missed detection.
However, reducing the threshold of 0.1 would lead to an additional false alarm induced by the cell
region with NUS of 0.12, and still, the large cell would be counted as a missed detection. Furthermore,
the small cell with large updraft (right top) would not be apparent in the satellite observations. Thus,
increasing the NUS threshold decreases FAR, but decreases POD, as well, and vice versa.

5. Conclusions

The performed experiments demonstrated that developing thunderstorm cells can be successfully
detected by the use of NUS. NUS is the absolute value of the vector product of spatio-temporal
gradients of the SEVIRI water vapor channels. Values of the Critical Success Index (CSI) of about 66%
for the 2016 period and 62% for the 2017 period showed the good performance of the NUS method.
The POD values for the highest CSI values of the experiments were at 90.3% (2016) and 87.6% (2017),
quite high. However, remarkably, they were accompanied by relatively low FAR values, 28.2% for
the 2016 period and 32.5% for the 2017 period, in particular, if the large satellite pixel size, causing
smearing, blurring, and noise, was considered in the interpretation of the FAR values. Further, clear
evidence has been given that the majority of the detected thunderstorm cells were relatively warm,
demonstrating that the cells were detected during a relatively early developing phase. In summary,
the method can be applied to reduce the forecast lead time significantly, in particular in regions without
a well-maintained radar network.

NWP filtering, according to [4], increased the CSI by ~2% in 2016 and ~9.5% in 2017. This indicates
that NWP filtering is also beneficial for the early developing phase of thunderstorms. However,
the effect of the NWP filtering was less pronounced compared to Cb detection.

Moreover, the discussion indicates that the method might gain significantly in accuracy with the
launch of the Meteosat Third Generation (MTG), because the blurring effects will be reduced by the
higher spatial resolution of MTG.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

AMV Atmospheric Motion Vectors
BT Brightness Temperature
Cb Cumulonimbus
CMV Cloud Motion Vectors
CSI Critical Success Index
CTH Cloud Top Height
ECMWF European Centre for Medium Weather Forecasts
FAR False Alarm Ratio
ICON NWP model of Deutscher Wetterdienst
IFS Integrated Forecast System
IR InfraRed
KO Convection Index
MSG Meteosat Second Generation
MTG Meteosat Third Generation
Meteosat Meteorological satellite
NWP Numerical Weather Prediction
POD Probability of Detection
SEVIRI Spinning Enhanced Visible and InfraRed Imager
SR Search Region
WV Water Vapor

Appendix A

The components of the vector product (Equations (1) and (2)) are described in more technical detail
in the following paragraph. i, j are the pixel indices of the pixel in the x (longitude) and y (latitude)
direction. For our experiments, we used t1 = t0 + 15 min. BT is the brightness temperature of the
respective channel, WV6.2 for Equation (2) and WV7.3 for Equation (1). With a C program, a loop
over the indices i, j was performed for the components (A1)–(A3) for each channel. Afterwards, the
absolute value of the vector product was calculated.

vbt fx[i][j] = ((BT[t0][i + 1][j]− BT[t0][i][j])− (BT[t1][i + 1][j]− BT[t1][i][j]))/(BT[t0][i][j]− 273) (A1)

vbt fy[i][j] = ((BT[t0][i][j + 1]− BT[t0][i][j])− (BT[t1][i][j + 1]− BT[t1][i][j]))/(BT[t0][i][j]− 273) (A2)

vbt fz[i][j] = (BT[t0][i][j]− BT[t1][i][j])/(BT[t0][i][j]− 273) (A3)

Example: Let t0 = 11:45; t1 is 12:00 then, and the images BT-WV7.3-201706011145 and
BT-WV7.3-201706011200 are used for the calculation of the components of the vector of Equation (1).
BT-WV6.2-201706011145 and BT-WV6.2-201706011200 were used for the calculation of the components of the
vector of Equation (2), technically according to Equations (A1)–(A3).

Theoretically, the units (1/(m× s) for x-y and 1/s for z) could be assigned to the NUS components. However,
NUS should be interpreted as a dimensionless variable in practice because of its construction.
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